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IFAD, a leading provider of simulation and training solutions for defence forces world-
wide, is very proud to announce that we have extended our OEM partner agreement 
with Luciad, a World expert in real-time situational awareness geospatial software 
components.

Luciad and IFAD TS A/S have extended the OEM partner agreement that enables IFAD to include Luciad 
products into all of IFAD’s product suite, when marketing and selling these worldwide.

“Luciad products are part of the core competence at IFAD”, says Chief Executive Officer Benny G. Mortensen. 
“They are used in our mission-critical training products. They add extra value to our product suite, profes-
sional handling, streamline map interfaces and presentation of geospatial data, and enhance the general 
graphical output to the benefit of our military customers.”

By extending the agreement IFAD TS A/S also becomes a certified partner in the Luciad certified partner 
program.

“We are proud to extend our OEM agreement with IFAD to include the latest releases of our software com-
ponents. The solid relationship we established with IFAD helps serve the needs of the Danish market,” said 
Luciad Chief Executive Officer Marc Melviez. “By becoming a certified partner, IFAD will have access to our 
development roadmap, and will be even better positioned to serve its markets in Denmark and abroad.”

About IFAD TS
IFAD is the leading Danish provider of simulation-based training solutions with focus on mission-critical 
training. We provide training and interoperability solutions, customization, integration, and support to
Danish as well as international military customers.’’

About Luciad
Luciad’s software components are designed for the creation of applications that tackle a range of tasks, from 
top-level strategy to tactical detail and mission planning to operations debriefing. By connecting
directly to data sources, Luciad’s software not only analyzes and visualizes what is happening now, but also 
helps predict what will happen next – allowing users to act quickly and safely. “Connect, visualize,
analyze, act” is both our method and our motto.

Further information:
info@ifad.dk, www.ifad.dk and www.luciad.com
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